Musicnotes Introduces Audtion Cuts Product Line
Musical theatre auditionees have a new weapon to conquer auditions. Musicnotes, the world's
leading publisher and retailer of digital sheet music and digital sheet music technology, officially
announced its Audition Cuts partnership with Sheri Sanders, the pioneer behind the musical
theatre revolution, Rock the Audition.
Arranged in both Long and Short-Cut versions, Audition Cuts are made specifically for auditions
in all styles of popular music currently represented on the Broadway musical theatre stage.
Sanders has been bridging the gap between popular music and musical theatre since 2004.
She turned her 2011 "how to" audition book into a multi-media online training program – "Rock
the Audition Online" for performers, teachers, and coaches. Sanders' ability to capture the
essence of all styles of popular music and their relationship to musical theatre story-telling
shows in her Long and Short-Cut arrangements now available at Musicnotes.
Sanders says, "I've been creating these cuts to be complete 'short' and 'shorter stories,' that
have a great musical and emotional arc that sound amazing in the audition room. Audition Cuts
provide the performer with the perfect arrangement to compete in the most in-demand genres of
musical theatre."
"We're delighted to offer Sheri's Audition Cuts to our 6 million customers," said Tim Reiland,
Executive Chairman of Musicnotes. "Made for musicians by musicians is one of our guiding
principles and we hope these Long and Short-Cut arrangements will help the Broadway stars of
the future, rock their auditions!"
Musicnotes currently offers more than 700 Audition Cuts and will be expanding the product
offering in the months ahead.
Audition Cuts are available now at Musicnotes.com/audition, Sheri's online training can be found
at Rock-The-Audition.com
About Musicnotes:
As the leader in digital sheet music, Musicnotes offers the best selection of 100% officially
licensed and legal arrangements for nearly any instrument, genre and skill level. Founded in
1998, Musicnotes has transformed the way people purchase and play sheet music by fostering
strong partnerships with music publishers, creating an ever-expanding catalogue of over
300,000 arrangements, and pioneering new technologies, like their top-rated sheet music apps
for iOS and Android devices. Musicnotes has sold 40 million downloads to over 6 million
customers since inception. Musicnotes also operates a leading guitar tablature site
www.songsterr.com. For more information, visit www.musicnotes.com.

